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The scientific journal “Psychological Thought” started its existence as an idea of the colleagues at the Department of Psychology at South-West University “Neofit Rilski” in 2006. Seven print issues were published from 2006 to 2009 (2 issues per year). Each issue included average ten articles published in Bulgarian or in English. All print issues contained 67 papers in Bulgarian and 11 articles in English in total. The authors were from South-West University “Neofit Rilski” in Bulgaria, Bulgarian Academy of Sciences, Sofia University “St. Kliment Ohridski” in Bulgaria, University of Rousse “Angel Kanchev” in Bulgaria, Skopje University “St. Cyril and Methodius” in Macedonia, University of Niš in Serbia, University of the Basque Country in Spain, Université Paris Descartes in France, University of Bucharest in Romania, University of Hawaii in USA, Seijo University in Japan, New Polytechnics University in New Zealand, etc. The journal sections were Theoretical analyses, Forming researches, History of psychology, Views, Students' researches, New books, and Chronicle.

Since 2012, this journal has been published online by means of the support of PsychOpen that is operated by Leibniz-Institute for Psychology Information (ZPID), Germany. The on-line edition of Psychological Thought aims to continue its tradition in publishing through the new journal sections Editorial, Theoretical Analyses, Research Articles, Clinical Cases and Studies, Students' Essays, and Book Reviews. The journal "Psychological Thought" publishes its papers in English or in Bulgarian in all areas of psychology. It is focused on the psychological theory and practice. The papers could be some original research articles, meta-analysis data, clinical reports, case studies, students' essays, and book reviews. This journal is designed for psychologists, researchers, and psychology students.

The Editorial team is open to collaboration with authors in different countries who work on different kinds of topics in all areas of psychology, and interdisciplinary papers. We also rely on working with reviewers from all over the world.

Good start of Psychological Thought on-line!